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Abstract
Mobile crowdsourcing allows people to collect data using a large pool of participants. In this paper, we focus on mobile crowdsourcing for citizens to solve
local issues in context. We argue that such crowdsourcing environments need to
support exploration, a continuous, opportunistic, and multi-perspective process
that existing crowd sensing systems cannot easily support. We have developed
a system called Context Weaver, which connect participants using networked
mobile devices in order to support collaborative exploration, and conducted
field trials to understand the eﬀect of networking participants in the crowdsourced data-collection activities that encompass planning, execution, and analysis phases. We discuss a methodology for exploratory mobile crowdsourcing by
citizens based on the provision of mutual awareness and rapid feedback in context. The proposed methodology can provide a basis for a model of networked
mobile crowdsourcing which can exploit not only the man-power but also the
creativity of citizens to gather relevant data.

1. Introduction
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Mobile crowdsourcing allows people to collect data using a large pool of
participants who move around in public spaces. From the perspectives of participants, mobile crowdsourcing can be understood as a novel form of mobile
work, including the types of work that can contribute to local communities
and civic societies. Thus, one might argue that mobile crowdsourcing can provide opportunities of citizen participation on the move. Citizen participation
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plays a key role in the design of the spaces we inhabit as well as the design
of the solutions to the problems we face. The ubiquity of smartphones and
tablet computers enables various kinds of mobile crowdsourcing methods for
citizen participation, including participatory sensing and citizen science. They
seem to be on the verge of making a significant impact in the real world, as
people increasingly use pervasive technologies to share information about local
problems (e.g., FixMyStreet [1]), geo-tagged radiation Geiger counter readings
(e.g., Japan Geigermap), and so on. One may describe such location-specific
crowdsourcing as geocentric [2] since each geographic space is a shared focus of
participants.
A key limitation to these existing technologies for citizen participation is
the relative lack of the support for exploratory data collection. This limitation
could trivialize the impact of mobile crowdsourcing in urban spaces since many
of the real-world problems in a city can be considered ill-structured, ‘wicked’
problems [3] that one cannot simply “first understand, then solve.” Coping
with such problems can require a more open-ended, exploratory data collection
environment based on situated actions [4], which considers diﬀerent perspectives
of participants and supports continuous and opportunistic processes.
In this context, we propose a geocentric mobile crowdsourcing approach that
connects mobile peers, thereby creating a network of co-located workers through
mutual sharing and awareness. In doing so, we exploit social tagging, which enables rapid exploration in Web search and possibly provides a kind of scaﬀolding
for learning as well [5]. We extend and integrate such tag-based approach to
integrate data collection and its social context. We also introduce workflows to
provide an integrated support for the work processes that contextualize data
collection. We propose Context Weaver, which is a mobile data collection environment that supports not only data collection but also social and work-related
contexts of data collection, with the aim to facilitate exploration in geocentric
mobile crowdsourcing.
The Context Weaver environment consists of a pair of complementary tools:
one is a tag-based mobile tool for supporting participatory fieldwork, and the
other is a collaborative shared ‘tabletop’ tool to support collaborative analysis and discussion in the field. A tabletop can support impromptu face-to-face
collaboration, and could allow for quick and eﬀective visual analytics tasks [6].
Through the field trials of these co-located mobile collaboration tools, we discuss a networking methodology for supporting exploration in mobile geocentric
crowdsourcing environments for citizen participation as well as the implications
of mutual awareness and the tradeoﬀ of rapid in situ feedback and ease of par-
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ticipation. The networking encompasses the planning and analysis processes as
well as the data collection process itself.
2. Related Works
2.1. Mobile Crowdsourcing and Crowd Sensing
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Participatory data collection and sharing environments have been used for
the support of local communities. FixMyStreet is a website through which
people can report and share information about local issues such as potholes
and broken streetlights [1]. It has accompanying smartphone apps as well as
RSS/email alert feature that allows users to be notified of incoming reports
based on a postcode or street name and area. The Ushahidi platform supports
collection, mapping, and sharing of data from crowds via text messages, email,
twitter, and web, and has been used to facilitate crisis mapping [7]. In addition,
researchers have developed urban sensing platforms [8] as well as participatory
sensing and citizen science tools to monitor air quality, watersheds, local parks,
university campuses, safety in a city [9, 10, 11, 12, 13], etc. Alt et al. propose a
location-aware mobile crowdsourcing platform in which requesters upload tasks
to a database and workers retrieve the tasks related to a given location using
mobile phones [14].
2.2. Collaboration in Crowdsourcing
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In crowdsourcing, collaborative functions help crowds to complete not only
simple tasks requiring little time and eﬀort but also complex and interdependent
tasks that require coordination among workers. We have identified the following
three approaches to supporting complex crowdsourcing tasks. Although not an
exhaustive list, it has informed the design of our system. The list has some
resemblance with the crowdsourcing dimensions proposed by Pan and Blevis
[15], although we focus more on mechanisms for facilitating collaboration than
the analysis of crowdsourcing practices in general.
Workflow When the task is too large for one person or can be done better
through collaborative work, one might need appropriate workflows that
guide crowds and allow them to take charge of subtasks and work cooperatively. CrowdForge is one of the web-based crowdsourcing prototypes
that support wide-ranging complex problems by breaking them down into
sequences of simpler subtasks based on general subtask types (i.e., partition, maps, reduces)[16]. Their case studies show that the workflow-based
approach leads to better quality of the results than conventional approach
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without collaboration. However, one of the limitations of the workflowbased approaches is that some tasks cannot be easily decomposed into
independent subtasks, and coordination of workers can sometimes be difficult. Another research that exploits collective intelligence of groups in
complex work scenarios discusses the research value chain [17] that involves a specific type of workflows based on research procedures. Although
these are designed for web-based crowdsourcing, similar approaches could
potentially be exploited for mobile crowdsourcing.
Guidance Kittur and Kraut discuss that even a free and open environment
such as Wikipedia can be benefitted from authoritative management [18].
Individuals, groups or organization who can guide the work of participants
could play important roles in similar complex crowd work environments.
They can influence participants in diﬀerent ways ranging from authoritarian supervision to democratic facilitation. Their guidance can be directly
communicated to participants or embedded in the work structures that
they introduce to participants.
Coordination support There are two types of coordination among workers
in formative steps of collaborative work [18]. As cited in [18], one is explicit coordination based on direct communication and verbal planning and
the other is implicit coordination based on workgroup structure, unspoken
expectations and shared mental models of the task to be accomplished.
Both types of coordination could enrich the “wisdom of the crowd” and
improve the quality of their work but they also introduce the risk of conflicts among workers. Therefore, coordination functions in crowdsourcing
environments should be designed carefully.
2.3. Collaboration Support in Mobile Crowdsourcing
Väätäjä et al. [19] focus on a co-creating process for news articles, which
involves the coordination among editorial staﬀ and mobile journalists. Their
workflow consists of the 5 steps that are based on traditional practices and
each step needs diﬀerent skills. Their case studies show that such an approach
worked for small and simple assignments, whereas it did not work well for larger
complex assignments due to “the lack of a possibility for discussing the topic”
with mobile journalists. That is, complex mobile crowdsourcing tasks would
require eﬀective communication among participants.
In traditional urban design and management, citizens participation is known
to be critical at the initial stages that involve exploration of local issues and solutions. If crowdsourcing systems can support citizens’ collaboration during the
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task formulation stage, mobile crowdsourcing could support a wider range of
applications for the support of local and social issues. Relevant to this discussion is mobile tools that support exploratory data collection. For example,
GeoTagger [20] is a participatory environmental inquiry system based on citizen
science. The system’s purpose is to encourage children to explore their environment, connect with peers, and have conversations about observed data. It
allows users to create and share tags along with comments during fieldwork although they do not consider workflows. NatureNet [21] focuses on co-designing
mobile crowdsourcing environments with citizens and professional design teams.
Their user studies show that their prototype has potential for generating interest
and enthusiasm from citizens who participate in citizen science activities. Both
GeoTagger and NatureNet aim to support complex work using mobile tools.
However, they do not explicitly support structures and flows of mobile data
collection work, whose patterns could be identified by examining conventional
practices by citizens.
3. Existing Practices
3.1. Participatory Mobile Data Collection
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To get a better sense of participatory data collection activities in the real
world, we participated in data-gathering events that took place in Japanese
cities, and looked into existing practices by groups of citizens [9]. These two
preliminary case studies are revealing of the importance of collaborative exploration:
Citizen Sensing after a Nuclear Disaster. The recent nuclear disaster in Fukushima caused fears and concerns of radiation hotspots in some Japanese cities,
including the city of Kashiwa in Chiba. A grassroots organization collected
radiation data at more than thirty parks in Kashiwa during the period between November 2011 and December 2012, using radiation sensors (Mr.Gamma
A2700). A close look at their fieldwork in February 2012 allowed us to understand the teamwork practices that had been shaped since the beginning of this
collective endeavor. A team of three participants includes a measurer who operates a Mr.Gamma device, a recorder who records measurements and locations
on a piece of paper, and an explorer who explores the ‘suspicious’ spots to determine the exact points that must be measured. Participants are opportunistic
and adapt their work to diﬀerent situations in the field, and the teams share
their results and insights during lunchtime before embarking on afternoon fieldwork. These collaborative work practices provide a learning opportunity for
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novice participants, who eventually become more skillful in finding radiation
hotspots.
Participatory Fieldwork in Suburban Tokyo. A community fieldwork event was
held in suburban Tokyo to discover and map attractive elements using maps and
digital cameras. Four or five participants worked together in each team taking
photographs, jotting down their findings and ideas, and recording the relevant
location information. The fieldwork is embedded in a three-step process: (1) a
planning session to discuss and agree on the kind of information the team wants
to collect, (2) the fieldwork itself, and (3) a post-hoc discussion and map-making
session. A facilitator and a graphic designer help the teams in step 1 and 3,
respectively. Overall, it is more open-ended and exploratory than the first case,
and characterized by the diversity and sharing of perspectives and expertise.
Mobile crowdsourcing can involve diﬀerent degrees of exploration. In sensorbased mobile crowdsourcing environments, people may use a smartphone app
that captures location information and sensor data automatically. All they
have to do is to launch the app and put the smartphone in their pockets, requiring little conscious work. Other mobile crowdsourcing environments may
require people to collect data more collaboratively such as the environments for
recording radiation measurements and collecting information in participatory
fieldwork.
3.2. Exploratory Information Gathering
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To design a support environment for exploratory citizen sensing, we can
learn from existing approaches and practices in diﬀerent types of information
work. Field observation by ethnographers can be classified into descriptive,
focused, and selective observation [22]. Descriptive observation views the environment “through a wide-angle lens” to describe the environment thoroughly,
which enables a high-level analysis to explore and identify important domains
in the environment. Focused observation, then, uses the identified key domains
to narrow down the scope of observation, and enables detailed analysis to provide a start point for deeper, selective observation, which is followed by further
analysis. The whole process is exploratory in nature, and analytic work is intertwined with shifting observation work. It is a cyclic and iterative process, and
analysis can create a need for additional data collection, which generates data
for additional analysis, and so on.
A professional technology analyst, who gathers information, makes sense
of it, and packages it as a reading material, needs to explore a mountain of
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information. Analysts have relatively well-defined goal, and they use specific
concepts, or a knowledge schema, to collect and make sense of incoming information [23]. Their sensemaking is interleaved with data collection. This type
of information-centric work can be performed in a collaborative manner as well.
Social search systems, which emphasize that information seeking is embedded
within social relationships, can provide useful cues that make exploration more
eﬃcient, and foster learning and investigation activities [5].
4. The Context Weaver System
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Based on the analysis of the existing practices and our preliminary design
exercise [24], we developed a prototype environment called Context Weaver,
which supports recruited participants to collect data in exploratory manners.
We have designed the key features of Context Weaver based on our informal
observation of existing participatory mobile data collection practices, which are
described in Section 3.1. Context Weaver considers three activities related to
exploratory mobile crowdsourcing: (1) planning, (2) data collection and (3)
analysis, which correspond to the structure of the participatory fieldwork we
observed in suburban Tokyo.
Moreover, dynamic social tagging can support communication in complex
mobile tasks such as exploratory social search. Tags can be used to describe
and organize collected information. They can also be communicated for socialization, awareness, coordination, reflection, inspiration, and learning, which can
be beneficial in mobile data collection practices that are similar to the cases we
informally observed. For example, in the planning phase, individuals or groups
can create tags such as ‘runners’ to plan a fieldwork that looks at healthy activities in a park. Then, during the fieldwork, a participant may notice that there
are no shades near the entrance of the park and create a tag ‘need shades for
runners’. This tag can then be shared with other team members who eventually
collect relevant geotagged photos. Afterwards, they can discuss issues and ideas
based on the data collected in this manner.
As shown in Figure 1, Context Weaver supports quick iteration of planning,
work and analysis in the field, which is diﬀerent from conventional approaches
that focus on data collection during fieldwork. In many citizen sensing projects,
there is a significant time lag between data collection and analysis because people need to go back to a meeting room or a home to analyze and discuss the
collected data. Context Weaver exploits tablet computers to enable quick rendezvousing of participants for collaborative data analysis in the field without the
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Figure 1: Comparison of Conventional Participatory Fieldwork and Context Weaver
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undesirable time lag. It allows people to become aware of insuﬃcient coverage
in situ or to revise questions or strategies of data collection so that participants
can work more eﬀectively as a group. As shown in Figure 1b, our system also
uses social tagging to provide experiential feedback and analytical feedback. Experiential feedback connects the fieldwork phase back to the planning phase in
order to inform the planning process with participants’ experiences in the field.
This is done by allowing participants to create tags during fieldwork and sharing
them at the planning phase of the next iteration. Analytical feedback connects
the analysis phase back to the fieldwork phase in order to inform the fieldwork
process with evolving analytical understandings. This is done by allowing participants to create tags during analysis and sharing them at the fieldwork phase
of the next iteration. Again, all of these can take place quickly as participants
can use tablets for in situ planning and analysis.
The Context Weaver system consists of two complementary tools: Scene
Memo for mobile data collection and Discussion Table for collaborative analysis
and discussion. As shown in Figure 2a, Scene Memo can be used to take pictures
and add tags to the pictures easily on a smartphone (or a tablet computer).
When the user takes a picture, Scene Memo immediately uploads the picture
and the corresponding tags to a shared server. This way, the tags can be shared
quickly for networked concurrent activities. Moreover, Scene Memo provides
the functionality to order tags according to diﬀerent criteria, based on relevant
time, location, user names, activities, and the number of links and ‘likes.’
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Scene Memo supports three modes of tag sharing (i.e., M1, M2, and M3),
which allows for flexible integration of Scene Memo into the activities of recruited participants:
M1:

Participants use a fixed set of tags that someone prepares in advance.
They cannot create, modify, or delete tags in situ.

M2:

Participants can create, modify and delete private tags in situ, and use
them personally.

M3:

Participants can create, modify and delete shared tags in situ, and use
them with other fieldworkers.

Therefore, Scene Memo can support simple mobile microtask execution with
M1 as well as a ‘larger’ task execution involving individual and social creativity
with M2 and M3.
As shown in Figure 2b, the photos taken by using Scene Memo automatically show up on Discussion Table. Users can move and organize the displayed
photos with a finger. The photo view and the tag list view are linked with each
other. That is, selecting a tag highlights corresponding photos, and selecting
a photo highlights corresponding tags. This brushing and linking interface enables simple multidimensional exploration on a tablet computer, and support
interactive exploration and discussion by participants.
5. Field Trials
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Using the Context Weaver system, we have conducted experiments in the
field to understand its impact on exploratory data collection. Our first experiment involved 12 participants who used Context Weaver to explore a large
park with the purpose of improving citizens’ experiences in the park. This preliminary study suggested that sharing tags in situ could support participants’
reflection and discovery in location dependent mobile data collection by friends
and strangers. This has informed the design of our second study, which we
describe in detail in the rest of this section.
5.1. Method
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As we focus on the design of mobile tools for carrying out data collection
tasks, our work complements research projects that discuss participant recruitment processes [12] or task-participant matching [25, 26]. For the purpose of our
study, we recruited 15 participants using online social networks as well as oﬄine
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Figure 2: Context Weaver integrates Scene Memo and Discussion Table to support planning,
fieldwork, and analysis/discussion
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methods (e.g., oﬄine social networks and physical flyers at local venues), and
asked them to use Context Weaver to collect data at three university campuses
with the purpose of improving the campus environments (see Figure 2c). Four
women and 11 men, aged 20-30, participated in this study. 73% of them had
previous experience with fieldwork. We grouped participants to form 6 teams
(t1, t2, …, t6), each having 2 or 3 members. Each team carried out the mobile
data collection task twice under diﬀerent conditions at one of the three university campuses. Participants were compensated with a prepaid shopping card
with 1,000 Japanese Yen (approx. 10 US Dollars).
We prepared smartphones (iPhone 3GS) with the pre-installed Scene Memo
application as well as a tablet computer (Acer ICONIA TAB W500) with the
pre-installed Discussion Table application. These applications have the feature
to display an up-to-date list of tags, which are synched with the shared server
every 30 seconds. The tablet computer’s screen size is 10.1 inch, which we
expected would be large enough for touch-based interactions by a few people
around the device. Participants received enough training to familialize themselves with the devices and applications.
Participants used the applications based on the following three steps. The
first step is the planning of the activity in the field, which lasted for about 15
minutes. In this step, participants planned the data collection activities for
improving university campus environments. Participants first discussed issues
and ideas related to campus improvement and then decided on what information
to collect, where to explore, and other details of the data collection activities. As
the result of the planning step, keyword tags were generated so that participants
can use them during the actual mobile data collection in the field. In order to
examine the eﬀect of shared tags, which we expect to serve as ‘glues’ to connect
mobile workers, we asked participants to create tags under the following two
conditions:
Planning Condition P0: Participants create private tags individually.
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Planning Condition P1: Participants create shared tags together. The tags
are shared with other team members.
The second step is mobile data collection in the field, in which participants
explore the university campuses and collect data by taking photos and tagging
the photos. This step lasted for about 20 minutes. In order to examine the eﬀect
of connecting participants during this step, the tags created by participants
during mobile collection activities were kept locally on mobile devices or shared
with other participants in realtime via an online database server. :
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Fieldwork Condition F0: The tags that participants create during fieldwork are kept private on local devices.
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Fieldwork Condition F1: The tags that participants create during fieldwork are shared with other team members in realtime via an online server.
Each team used our system twice under diﬀerent planning and fieldwork
conditions. We randomized the assignment of the teams and conditions to
minimize the learning eﬀect due to the experiment order. In addition, we divide
each university campus into two zones so that participants can explore a diﬀerent
zone in each round.
The third step is analysis and discussion. In this step, participants analyze
and discuss the collected data using a tablet device, and generate a list of ideas
for improving university campus environments. At this stage, all participants
can view all tags including the ones that are created privately in the planning
and/or fieldwork steps. In other words, tags created under any of the planning
and fieldwork conditions are visible to all team members. This step lasted for
about 15 minutes.
After the third step, participants answered a questionnaire about the usability and usefulness of the system, followed by a 30-minute interview. The conversations during the first step, the third step, and the interviews are recorded
and transcribed for qualitative analysis. These transcripts are coded and analyzed by two researchers based on grounded theory. The questionnaire includes
detailed questions about the usage of tags. The system log files were used
to analyze participants interactions with the applications along with relevant
contextual information such as location and time. Additionally, we used NASATLX to measure the system’s workload, which however is outside the scope of
this paper.
5.2. Result
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5.2.1. Quantitative Results
Participants rated the usefulness of tags using a likert scale from 1 to 5,
with 5 indicating useful, 4 somewhat useful, 3 neutral, 2 somewhat useless, and
1 useless. During fieldwork, the tags made in Step 1 (planning) were perceived to
be more useful (mean: 4.15, SD: 0.38) than the tags made in Step 2 (fieldwork)
(mean: 3.67, SD: 0.60). Similarly, during analysis and discussion, the tags made
in Step 1 (planning) were perceived to be more useful (mean: 4.13, SD: 0.27)
than the tags made in Step 2 (fieldwork) (mean: 3.78, SD: 0.63). Interestingly,
when participants create tags together with other team members during the
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planning step (P1) and share the tags they create during fieldwork (F1), the
result is reversed: the tags created in Step 2(fieldwork) were perceived as more
useful than the tags created in Step 1 (planning).
During the analysis phase, 22, 20, 15 and 16 ideas were generated fro P0F0,
P0F1, P1F0 and P1F1, respectively. It appears that there are more ideas generated for P0F0 and P0F1, in which participants created private tags individually
during the planning step. We will discuss the implication of this result along
with the relevant qualitative results.
Figure 3 shows the comparison of the number of tag usage during fieldwork.
The areas in blue indicate the tags created in the planning phase, and the areas
in red indicate the ones created in the fieldwork phase. The labels (P0F0, P0F1,
P1F0, and P1F1) indicate the combinations of the corresponding conditions.
Overall, the tags created during the planning phase were used more than the
ones created during the fieldwork phase.

Figure 3: Comparison of the Number of Tag Usage during Fieldwork
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The pie chart for P0F0 shows the number of tag usage when tags were
private during the planning and fieldwork phases. Not surprisingly, the private
tags from the planning step were used the most. The pie chart for P0F1 shows
the number of tag usage when tags were private during the planning phase but
they were shared during the fieldwork phase. Again, the private tags created
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during the planning phase were used most frequently. However, unlike P0F0,
participants also used shared tags 26 percent of the time.
The pie chart for P1F0 shows the number of tag usage when tags were shared
during the planning phase but they were private during fieldwork. In this case,
the shared tags created during the planning phase were used most frequently,
but participants used private tags created during fieldwork 23 percent of the
time. The pie chart for P1F1 shows the number of tag usage when tags were
shared during the planning and fieldwork phases. Again, the shared tags created
during the planning phase were used most frequently. Interestingly, the tags that
participants created in situ are most frequently used for the condition P1F1 as
Figure 3 shows that participants used the shared or private tags created during
fieldwork 33 percent of the time.
Moreover, our survey results show that 76% participants perceived the planning step meaningful or somewhat meaningful, whereas all participants perceived the analysis step meaningful or somewhat meaningful. The analysis step
was rated the highest in terms of discovery and learning. 54%, 79% and 97%
participants thought they discovered something new during the planning, fieldwork and analysis steps, respectively. Also, 51%, 64% and 84% participants
thought they learned something during the planning, fieldwork and analysis
steps, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the number and usefulness of the ideas generated in the
analysis phase. More ideas were generated for conditions P0F0 and P0F1 than
other conditions. Perceived usefulness of generated ideas seems higher in these
conditions as well. In both of these conditions, participants created private tags
freely during the planning step. We will discuss these results along with our
qualitative findings, and suggest that our method with the right condition may
increase the quantity and usefulness of ideas compared to conventional mobile
crowdsourcing approaches in which goals are framed in advance.
Finally, we like to briefly mention that the NASA-TLX result suggests that
creating and sharing tags in realtime during fieldwork (i.e., condition F1) could
reduce the frustration related to the use of Scene Memo.
5.2.2. Qualitative Results
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We now describe the results based on the qualitative interviews. Note that
the quotes were translated from Japanese.
Conceptual scale. Participants noticed the diﬀerence of the tags created in the
planning and fieldwork phases. For example, four participants talked about the
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Figure 4: Quantity and Usefulness of Generated Ideas
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diﬀerence of conceptual broadness (or narrowness) of the tags that were created in diﬀerent ways at diﬀerent times. Tags created in the planning phase
were perceived as “conceptually broad” or “categorically broad.” In contrast,
tags created in the fieldwork phase were perceived as ‘detailed,’ “conceptually
narrow” or “more zoomed-in information concepts.” In addition, some participants said that they created conceptually broad tags when they were to be
shared with others, and conceptually narrow tags when they were to be used
personally. During the analysis phase, some teams first selected conceptually
broad tags such as ‘road’ to take a look at various photos related to broad
categories, and then selected conceptually narrow tags such as “pothole that
aﬀects bikers” to take a look at a small number of photos related to specific
descriptions. These results suggest that tags’ conceptual scale influences their
use, and, conversely, the tags’ intended use influences their conceptual scale.
Discovery. Four participants said that they understood diﬀerent perspectives
of other participants by taking a look at shared tags. They also mentioned that
they used such understanding as an alternative lens to look at the field, and
discovered new things. For example, one participant mentioned that seeing the
tags “street lamp” and “narrow street” led to the discovery that “[streets are]
indeed narrow” and “aha, a street lamp is on.”
Learning. Two participants learned appropriate tagging methods for the things
they wanted to record. They also learned from the ways other participants performed the work. For example, one of the participants said, “I was doing what
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I had never done before. It was pretty easy to go about the fieldwork because
I could do it as I was looking at the ways others were doing it.” Moreover, the
analysis phase provided opportunities for learning and discovery. One of the
participants commented on his experience during the analysis step, “In some
way, I realized that she looks at things diﬀerently than me, yeah, I think there
was something to learn.” This is in line with our quantitative results that show
97% participants thought they discovered something new in the analysis phase,
and 84% participants thought they learned something in the analysis phase.
Scope of observation. Six participants said that shared tags influenced the scope
of their observation. One participant told that taking a look at others’ tags
broadens the scope of observation, and that “If I cannot see the tags other than
mine, it will be my one-man play.” In contrast, there are opinions that shared
tags can narrow a participant’s view. For example, participants might only
take pictures of the things that are relevant to the previously defined shared
tags and overlook things outside the scope of existing tags. A number of comments suggest that determining common tags among the team members during
the planning step resulted in negative experiences, making them feel like they
are restricted by the previously determined tags. One of the participants felt
that such tags were like checklist items that one must follow blindly. He said,
“Because it seems that they are created in advance to be like checklist items,
you know, so, it was not like attaching tags but more like going OK, check, and
done.” Another participant discussed the importance of observing the field before determining tags. She said, “If [you] prefer to see the whole thing, [it’s better to] look, look and look, on and on and on, really freely without determining,
and tags can be inputted while doing that.” Coming back to our quantitative
results with Figure 3, such restrictive common tags were frequently used during
fieldwork in P1F0 and P1F1 conditions. Figure 4 shows that a smaller number
of less useful ideas were generated for these conditions. In contrast, private tags
were frequently used during fieldwork in P0F0 and P0F1 conditions. For these
conditions, a larger number of more useful ideas were generated. It seems that
the discussions to agree on common tags in the planning step were more about
compromise than creative fusion, and generated ‘checklists’ that participants felt
obliged to follow. In fact, conventional mobile crowdsourcing with pre-specified
tasks closely resemble the environment in which participants simply follow prespecified checklists. Figure 4 then suggest that our method can generate a larger
number of useful ideas than the conventional mobile crowdsourcing approach if
it is used in appropriate conditions such as P0F0 and P0F1.
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Avoidance of redundancy. Five participants thought that redundancy of collected data is a risk that should be avoided. They also thought that it was
possible to avoid redundancy by using shared tags. They pointed out that redundant photos and tags could cause problems because the redundancy could
decrease the total amount of information that a team could collect, and duplicate tags and similar tags could cause confusion.
Sense of togetherness. Eight participants said that sharing tags created a sense
of togetherness. Some of them also said that such a sense facilitated the mobile work. A frequently updated tag list suggests that the team members are
actively making a progress, which can influence a sense of togetherness. Also,
tags such as ‘cold’ can invoke an empathetic connection with team members.
Indeed, someone attempted to appropriate the social tagging as a Twitter-like
communication tool. Moreover, there was a participant who tagged photos with
emoticons.
Sense of Responsibility. Participants said that “When I realized that someone
created a lot of tags, I felt that I had to create many tags too” and “this
is not competition, but I feel compelled to contribute.” Also, when no tags
were shared, participants felt that “Since there are no incoming opinions, I felt
compelled to find [data] by myself” and “it does not increase unless I input by
myself.”
6. Discussion
6.1. Mobile Crowdsourcing as Networked Activity
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The results of our field trials of co-located mobile collaboration tools suggest
that connecting mobile workers creates a network of activities, which could
achieve the kind of results that cannot be attained by isolated collection of
individuals. In particular, networked activities connects diﬀerent perspectives
and experiences, which can be extremely useful for carrying out tasks that
require exploration and creativity, such as mobile crowdsourcing tasks for coping
with problems without easy solutions [10, 11, 13].
This is not to say that mobile workers must always be connected. Rather,
we argue that the right blending of private and connected moments needs to
be considered in the design of mobile work environments that include not only
work itself but also relevant activities such as planning and analysis. The results
of our field trials suggest that private and shared tags can be created and used
at diﬀerent phases of mobile work, and the context of creating and using private
17
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and shared tags influences participants’ uses of tags in mobile data collection as
we saw in Figure 3
We see that private fieldwork-step tags (solid red) were used 23 percent of
the time for P1F0 but only 4 percent for P0F0 in Figure 3. People create and use
more private tags in situ when they use common prepared tags, which suggests
that people need some private workspaces and that there is some equilibrium
point in the continuum between complete connection and separation.
In order to examine the basic impact of collecting data in a group, we chose
a small group size with 2-3 members in our field trials. It closely approximates
the group sizes in the existing group-based data collection practices which we
reported in Section 3.1. We are yet to examine the impact of group sizes. We
expect that there can be an optimal group size as Information Foraging theory
[27] (p.148) suggests that having more people is not necessarily better.
In our field trials, participants worked together in realtime. However, the
proposed workflow does not strictly require synchronous collaboration in each
step. What is essential is that participants need to agree on the time to start
and finish each step. Therefore, the planning step and the analysis step could
be done asynchronously using an online discussion board, and the fieldwork step
could also be done asynchronously using a server. As there are pros and cons
of asynchronous and synchronous collaboration, we believe it is beneficial that
the method itself could accommodate diﬀerent modes of collaboration.
6.2. Workflow
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Provision of the right work structures is important for supporting mobile
workers. The workflow we used in the field trials is based on the structures of
conventional participatory fieldwork events, including the ones we described in
Section 3.1. Unlike existing mobile crowdsourcing systems, we consider not only
the data collection step but also planning and analysis steps using this workflow.
Our survey results suggest that these additional steps are meaningful and can
enhance discovery and learning. In particular, the impact of the analysis step
on our participants seems very positive.
We also found that the planning step influences the fieldwork step in an
interesting way. The tags created in the fieldwork step were used 5 percent of
the time for P0F1, but they were used 33 percent of the time for P1F1. This
suggests that creating shared tags together in the planning step increases uses
of the tags created in the fieldwork step. A possible reason for this is that
participants may have established a common ground through the co-creation
of tags in the planning step, which possibly made it easier to understand and
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share the tags that others created during the fieldwork step.
6.3. Mutual Awareness in Distributed Mobile Work
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In Context Weaver, shared tags support awareness about other participants.
Participants thought that the tags were generally useful even though they are
often very short. The tags are more than just static keywords. They can
be interpreted in diﬀerent ways in diﬀerent context, and used as sources of
awareness and inspiration.
Moreover, shared tags provided social cues for coordination, i.e., the process
of managing dependencies among activities [28], such as minimizing redundant
work in mobile data collection. This reinforces the discussion that provision of
social cues can make information exploration eﬃcient [5]. Also, the tags seemed
to influence the motivation of participants who said: “[the tags] saved me from
loneliness,” “it’s good to know what others are doing,” or “it’s fun to share.”
The aﬀective aspects of mutual awareness could not be simply overlooked.
Furthermore, our field trials suggested that mutual awareness influenced
learning and discovery by participants. Novices could learn from the tags that
were created by other participants. Tags may suggest what data other participants are collecting and how they are going about exploring the environment.
To realize richer ecologies of participation [29] based on learning and discovery,
we need to consider the balance between mutual awareness and private autonomy as we already suggested. If the right balance can be achieved, provision of
mutual awareness can be very useful for learning skills and knowledge for and
through mobile crowdsourcing.
6.4. Rapid Feedback
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Our quantitative results show that most participants thought that the analysis step was meaningful and supports discovery and learning. This suggests that
it can be worthwhile to incorporate the analysis step in mobile crowdsourcing
processes. Rapid feedback is generally useful for making people aware of problems before it’s too late. For example, realtime mapping of the overall progress
of collaborative citizen sensing can be useful for minimizing redundant work and
increasing the spatial coverage quickly. However, in exploratory mobile crowdsourcing, we need more than just monitoring progress. Analyzing and discussing
collected data can create a need to collect more data, or to collect data in a
diﬀerent manner. Conventionally, participants do not analyze and discuss field
data before they go back to a lab or an oﬃce that has the necessary space and
tools for analysis. Context Weaver provides support quick in situ analysis based
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on the following two features: (1) shared tagging that allows distributed participants to share analytical insights, and (2) mobile tabletop collaboration that
allows participants to organize and analyze photos in face-to-face settings.
Context Weaver’s shared tagging provides a generic tool to share keyword
tags along with photos. Even though we expected that participants would use
this feature to share keywords that simply describe photos, they sometimes
used it to share short comments such as “We need more flowers” and “There
isn’t any place to play basketball,” which could be understood as the results of
analytical thinking based on what they observed in the field. This suggests an
opportunity of a more systematic support to share personal analytical findings
and comments easily on a mobile phone, anywhere at anytime.
Discussion Table allows for tabletop collaboration on a mobile device so that
participants can analyze and discuss field data face-to-face without going back
to a meeting room or a home. In particular, it can facilitate in situ consensus
building and group decision making related to data collection. Also, we can
use in situ communication to draw out some important information about the
field, which resides only in the heads of participants. That said, such a mode
of communication would require each team of participants to be co-located and
make it diﬃcult to participate when one cannot find co-located peers easily.
There is a tradeoﬀ between the rapid in situ feedback that we used in our
experiment and ease of participation by a large number of people. Seeking the
right mid-point in this tradeoﬀ relationship, we can consider not only participant
recruitment but also participant matching to find appropriate peers including
friends and strangers.
Oftentimes, photos cannot capture what participants can see, hear, or feel.
Still, they are useful as a kind of visual proxies for the actual information,
which can help people remember the information, articulate it, and judge its
relevance to a current analysis task. It is then extremely important to draw
out the information, use it, and record it before participants forget. When
participants used Discussion Table in our field studies, they often presented and
explained their photos in turn to start a discussion when the images are still
‘hot’. Rapid feedback mechanisms in geocentric crowdsourcing should consider
an opportunity to use and record information before it is forgotten.
6.5. Limitations
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Our field trials involved 12 and 15 participants to examine usefulness and
usability of mobile crowdsourcing tools. Due to the small number of participants as well as the short duration of the experiments, we acknowledge that
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stronger conclusions cannot be made without further experiments with many
participants. We compared results in diﬀerent experimental conditions. However, participants might act diﬀerently in authentic environments without the
restrictions imposed by the experimental conditions. Other issues may surface,
for example, in relation to worker recruitment or reward mechanisms, when the
proposed method is evaluated in large-scale crowdsourcing services in the real
world. Geocentric mobile crowdsourcing often requires workers to be at relevant locations. An additional constraint is introduced by Context Weaver as it
requires one to find co-located peers as well as to be at a relevant location. Although co-located situations can make communication and collaboration easier,
there can be cases that finding appropriate co-located peers is not easy. It would
be therefore valuable to consider peers who are distributed in time and space.
As we discussed, the proposed method does not strictly require synchronous,
real-time collaboration in each of the planning, fieldwork and analysis steps.
However, we are yet to examine user experiences that involve asynchronous
modes of collaboration.
7. Conclusion
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We have discussed the design of networked mobile crowdsourcing tools based
on the field trials of Context Weaver. In particular, we proposed a method to
provide mutual awareness and rapid feedback considering the workflow involving
the planning, fieldwork and analysis phases. Although we cannot make strong
conclusions based on the field trials with a small number of participants, our
results suggest that the proposed method can generate a larger number of useful ideas than the conventional mobile crowdsourcing approach if it is used in
appropriate conditions.
Our future work includes a group-based recruitment mechanism considering geographic constraints and social factors. Such a mechanism could exploit
self-organizing group formation among friends and strangers as well as simpler
task-worker matching. A relevant research question may concern the impact of
the characteristics of groups on the quality and reliability of the outcomes of
crowdsourced mobile work.
In the future, various mobile crowdsourcing events could be connected across
time and space so that people can build on existing results by others, and
collectively address diﬃcult challenges. We believe that pervasive networks of
people, places, and events could play an important role in bridging diﬀerent
communities and relevant mobile crowdsourcing events.
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